“Information Revolutions (IR)”
Exhibition Proposal
Proposed: A new exhibition/installation of “Information Revolutions (IR)”, a body of artworks:
photographs, digital prints, drawings, video and computer speech compositions, assemblages,
text and documentation, initially created and presented between 1984 – 2002, now continuing.
“Information Revolutions (IR)” involved collaboration with military research labs, intelligence
agencies and defense contracted companies, to creatively address ‘information ecosystem’ issues
of privacy, surveillance, information warfare and terrorism at the dawning of the digital era.
“Information Revolutions (IR)” original elements, with newly added and updated project works,
is now available for exhibition/installation.
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“Information Revolutions (IR)”
“The Best Defense is a Cultural Offense”
Creative Works and Explorations of Surveillance, Privacy, Information Warfare and
Terrorism as Constituent Aspects of our Information and Communications Ecosystem
“Information Revolutions (IR)” is the title for a body of creative works initiated in the late
1970s, investigating and demonstrating a cultural counterpoint to the corporate, military and
intelligence sector’s role in shaping the emerging information society.
Intent on interacting at the techno-social front lines, “IR” involved social collaborations and
assistance of military research labs, corporate defense contractors, intelligence agencies and
others, to delve into the heart, mind and tools of “the military/industrial complex”, and to explore
‘information ecosystem’ issues of: surveillance, privacy, information warfare, terrorism and the
economics of this critical techno-social realm. In the 1980s-90s, national security was not what
it became after 2001, so although I had no clearances, access to military bases, contractors’
facilities, research laboratories and tools was not difficult. I approached this work with the
personal ethical intent of creative openness and truthfulness, with highly informed credibility,
similar to that of an investigative journalist or intelligence agent. Good research and personal
recommendations by prior contacts helped greatly. By the early 1990s, the ‘net’ had become an
additional project medium.
“Information Revolutions (IR)” has been variously presented/exhibited since 1985, including at:
CADRE/San Jose ICA, Video Free America, 1986 Venice Biennale, Telluride Film Festival,
Kunstmuseum Dusseldorf, MIT List Center, Santa Fe CCA and CPSR conferences; with images,
writings and reviews published widely, and early partial funding provided by Art Matters.

FLIR image of cold water graffiti + hot body print in performance of “IR”.

“Information Revolutions (IR)”
In 2003, Julian Assange and co-conspirators started WikiLeaks. In 2012, Edward Snowden
began his release of classified government documents. In 2008, Trevor Paglen began exhibiting
his geo-satellite and surveillance art works.
In 1985, having explored NASA and military/industrial collaborations since the 1970s, I first
exhibited “Information Revolutions (IR)”, using latest mil-spec night-vision imagers, heatseeking missile-guidance FLIRs (forward looking infrared), cockpit flight-control computer
speech systems and restricted information, to address issues of surveillance, privacy, military
economies, information warfare and terrorism, as critical aspects of our information ecosystem.
In 1986, invited as a featured installation in the “Informatique” section of the Venice Biennale,
“Information Revolutions” (locating and detailing the communications infrastructure supporting
nuclear weapons in Italy) was shut down and removed without notice a few days after opening.
In 1991, I requested non-combat Apache helicopter and Abrams tank FLIR video desert outtakes recorded during the just initiated Gulf War, from a senior contact at the Pentagon. About a
week later three video tapes arrived by overnight delivery. They were of recent but previously
unreleased “friendly fire” incidents, with raw video, voice and data communications, being
leaked through me. I forwarded the tapes to a producer/friend at ABC News, and by that night
the “friendly fire” videos went viral on all the networks plus other TV and print news outlets.
In 2002, following reactionary U.S. intelligence agencies’ responses to 9/11, I created a web site,
registered as: www.nationalsecuritytesting.info . The home page contained a long run-on list of
key-words, names and acronyms that might trigger NSA or other intelligence agency monitoring.
A second hidden page, recorded and listed IP addresses of all computers logging on to the site.
After its second day online, the web site and domain were taken off-line by unknown sources.
The hidden log showed that nearly 20 unidentified computers browsed the site, plus one personal
address: @poindexter.com (Admiral Poindexter, of the Total Information Awareness Program).
“Information Revolutions (IR)”, from 1970s origins, to 1980s-90s body of artworks, to a new
disclosures installation, is being created and made available for current exhibition + publication.

“Information Revolutions (IR)”
A Play for Three Talking (GRiD) Computers

Portion of 1985 Computer Speech Script

“Information Revolutions (IR)”
Censored at the 1986 Venice Biennale
In early 1986, I was invited to show my media-art installation “Information Revolutions (IR)” in
the Arsenale/Corderie, “Art & Science: Informatique” section of the 1986 Venice Biennale.
As I was using ‘restricted’ U.S. military technologies which could not be exported, I prearranged
to get technical support from NATO contracted Phillips Corp, in Eindhoven, NL. Phillips
shipped a FLIR imaging system for use in my installation, but upon its arrival in Milan, Italian
customs officials had it sent right back, as the Italian military did not yet have this technology.
I also spent a few days with Olivetti, in Ivrea, translating English into Italian computer speech.
“Information Revolutions (IR)” was installed in the days prior to the official Biennale opening
on June 27. A 15’ x 30’ black room was constructed, with doorways at each of the far sides.
Inside, in near-darkness, a 12’ x 24’ painting was mounted on one long wall, with a video
monitor on each side, displaying a (prerecorded) FLIR thermal surveillance composition, and an
audio system played a composition for three (talking) computer speech systems, discussing the
social impacts of technology, information theory and information warfare, plus telling jokes.
The large canvas, acrylic white-on-black painting of a map and graphic text, describes and
indicates locations of all known U.S., Italian and NATO communication systems supporting
nuclear weapons infrastructure in Italy. Stenciled in yellow across the painting are the words:
La Difesa Migliore E Un Offesa Culturale (The Best Defense is a Cultural Offense).
Unknown to me, sometime soon after the opening and my departure, the installation room was
sealed off and all indication of the work therein was removed. “Information Revolutions (IR)”
no longer existed at the Venice Biennale (though it is in the catalogue).
Upon eventually
finding out and asking, I received no response about the situation from staff or curators. Late
that Fall, the rolled up painting was shipped back to me, without any other communication.

Friendly F(IR)e
A 1992 video composition by Richard Lowenberg. 18 minutes.
From 1984-92, I overtly pursued creative project collaborations and investigations with military
research labs and ‘defense’ contracted companies, in order to go to the source of information and
communications technology strategic developments, and to produce a body of works addressing
surveillance, privacy, military communications, information warfare and terrorism.
“Information Revolutions (IR)”
During that period of time, I created photographs and video works with two military imaging
systems: image intensifier ‘nightvision’ systems and forward-looking infrared ‘FLIR’ systems,
the latter, very expensive, utilized on occasional loan from defense contracted companies.
As the first Gulf War began in 1991, I contacted the Pentagon Media Office, requesting U.S.
military FLIR ‘out-takes’ of Kuwaiti, Saudi and Iraqi desert landscapes, without classified battle
or explosion scenes. The officer who was my contact, told me that it was understandingly a
busy time, but that they would be sure to respond to my request in a few months.
Two weeks later, as the War was winding down, I received three 3/4” videotapes by overnight
UPS delivery, from the Pentagon. Upon viewing, I realized that these were raw documentation
of three different “friendly fire” incidents, which were being leaked to me. The videos included
voice and data communications and FLIR video from Apache helicopter and Abrams tank crews,
plus Command Central monitoring and determining events in real time, with dramatically
unintended consequences. The FLIR systems’ optics allowed for extreme telephoto viewing of
scenes and 'hot-spot' targets at over 8,000 meter distances. In dark, grainy, noisy, boring detail,
the tapes present the care-less inhumanity amid the new virtual ‘information warfare’ battlefield.
I phoned the Pentagon officer, who would not say much about the tapes or why they were sent to
me, but told me to “do what you will with them”. I made copies and sent them to a producer that
I knew at ABC News. The ‘friendly fire’ sequences were aired and reported on by all of the
television networks by the next day.
I used footage from the tapes for a video composition of my own. Titled “Friendly F(IR)e”, it
includes some of my “IR” computer speech composition sequences and original music composed
with Phillip Bimstein, for Act 2 (“Oil”) of my 1991 theater work, “Energy: A Love Story”.
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This is not the Nuclear Age.
This is not the Information Age.
This is the ESP-ION-AGE.
1984 came and went, and Big Brother did not materialize. Privacy and surveillance are actually
being decentralized and democratized, covertly and overtly, we are all watching each other, with
varying degrees of sophistication, purpose and economic opportunity.
Though we are far from it, the ‘information society’ as ideal state, wants to be an ‘open society’.
Information, like water, flows along paths of least resistance. In an open, more truthful society,
privacy may be less needed or valued than in society tending towards closure and control.
The information environment is a complex, dynamic part of our all-encompassing (physical and
social) ecosystem. That ecosystem is in a constant state of fragile balance and tension amid the
forces of high and low entropy. The valuation of natural resources and their processing, from
energy to art to waste, forms the basis of our economic systems. As information flows through
human societies, and is processed by minds and machines, it assumes increasing low-entropy
value (order) at one end of the economic spectrum, and loses value as high-entropy waste
(disorder) at the other. In an information economy, greatest value resources or qualities include
wisdom, truth and creativity; low-value waste includes ignorance, confusion and deception. We
live and derive meaning on the qualitative and quantitative difference between these states.
My artworks results from an ongoing creative exploration and investigation of the so-called
Information Revolution. Truly, there are and have been many historic ‘information revolutions’.
Today, we are progenitors of the media and computer revolutions, which are changing the world
more significantly than is yet realized. Faster, smaller and cheaper digital, photonic and biogenetic systems are rapidly proliferating to become a globally ubiquitous tele-media ecosystem.
A primary goal of the new market economy is to assure that everyone on Earth (and beyond) is
tele-mediated. For a minimal start-up investment and low monthly access charges, we are
assured of becoming smarter, more economically entrepreneurial and ecologically sustainable.
As this ‘information revolution’ emerges, it is important to note that high level, creative
achievement, without technical aid, may actually increase in economic value. In this context,
privacy and personal security, in becoming evermore rare, will be more valued and expensive.

Information Economics
What’s the Matter?
What’s the Difference?
What’s the Use?

